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All Rights Reserved. All Rights Reserved.All Rights Reserved. All Rights Reserved. Part names. All
Rights Reserved.All Rights Reserved. Setting up Screen Screen height height inch inch inch 122 103
138 116 153 129. All Rights Reserved. All Rights Reserved. All Rights Reserved. Monitor RGB IN
SVIDEO OUT AUDIO OUT. All Rights Reserved. All Rights Reserved. All Rights Reserved.All Rights
Reserved.All Rights Reserved.All Rights Reserved.All Rights Reserved. All Rights Reserved.All Rights
Reserved.All Rights Reserved.All Rights Reserved. All Rights Reserved. All Rights Reserved. All
Rights Reserved. PICTURE Menu. All Rights Reserved. All Rights Reserved. IMAGE Menu. All Rights
Reserved. All Rights Reserved. INPUT Menu. All Rights Reserved. All Rights Reserved. All Rights
Reserved. All Rights Reserved. All Rights Reserved. All Rights Reserved. All Rights Reserved. All
Rights Reserved. All Rights Reserved. All Rights Reserved. All Rights Reserved. All Rights Reserved.
All Rights Reserved. All Rights Reserved. All Rights Reserved. All Rights Reserved. OPTION Menu.
All Rights Reserved. All Rights Reserved. All Rights Reserved. All Rights Reserved. All Rights
Reserved.All Rights Reserved. All Rights Reserved. Troubleshooting. The projector is cooling down.
A certain error has been detected. The lamp does not light, and there is a possibility that interior
portion has become heated.Troubleshooting. The MUTE function is working. The lens cover is
attached. The signal cables are not correctly connected. All Rights Reserved.The lens is dirty or
misty. All Rights Reserved. Troubleshooting Reference page. All Rights Reserved. The 3M indoors,
using 3M lamps, 3M ceiling mount hardware, and nominal local voltages. Ask your question here.
Provide a clear and comprehensive description of the issue and your question. The more detail you
provide for your issue and question, the easier it will be for other 3M X66 owners to properly answer
your question.http://021shxy.com/upload/comcast-remote-instruction-manual.xml

3m x66 service manual, 3m x66 service manual pdf, 3m x66 service manual download,
3m x66 service manual free, 3m x66 service manual instructions.

Ask a question About the 3M X66 This manual comes under the category Video projectors and has
been rated by 1 people with an average of a 6.7. This manual is available in the following languages
English. Do you have a question about the 3M X66 or do you need help. Ask your question here 3M
X66 specifications Brand ManualSearcher.com ensures that you will find the manual you are looking
for in no time. Our database contains more than 1 million PDF manuals from more than 10,000
brands. Every day we add the latest manuals so that you will always find the product you are looking
for. Its very simple just type the brand name and the type of product in the search bar and you can
instantly view the manual of your choice online for free. ManualSearcher. com If you continue to use
this site we will assume that you are happy with it. Read more Ok. How can I get it How can I get it
Generally the only way to get a service manual is to contact the manufacturer and pay for it.Is there
a download for it somewhere. To my knowledge this manual is available on paper only. What I have a
SANYO PLVZ700 projector that does not power on even though the power indicator turns solid
green from solid red. The fan and bulb do not turn. Thanks for your help. You have to contact the
manufacturer. Answer questions, earn points and help others. The internal 3LCD technology is an
innovative 3chip design that sets itself apart by delivering vibrant, truetolife images with better
color brightness and a wider color gamut. Please choose a different delivery location.Our payment
security system encrypts your information during transmission. We don’t share your credit card
details with thirdparty sellers, and we don’t sell your information to others. Please try again.Please
try again.In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate
to the next or previous heading. Projector Lamp Assembly with Genuine Original Osram PVIP Bulb
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Projector Lamp Assembly with Genuine Original Osram PVIP Bulb Inside.Register a free business
account Please try your search again later.If you have any further question, feel free to consult them
or just send us messages—we’re always here to assist you! 2. This lamp can be easily replaced by
average users, in most cases there is no need for highlyskilled professionals to step in. 3. For better
performance, consider cleaning air filter as well when replacing the lamp. 4. Only qualified,
pretested lamps will be shipped. So, if the lamp doesnt come on the minute its installed, there may
be certain other issues with the projector, especially its power supplier. 5. If the colors do not look
the way they should be, it may have something wrong with projectors color wheel instead of the
lamp. The lamp supplies lights only. 6. Kindly consider sending us a message before leaving a
Product Review or Seller Feedback in haste if you encounter some issue. Itll be resolved more
efficiently in a prompt fashion if we could work it out together. Thank you!MI Technologies, Inc.
Next page Upload your video Video Customer Review Lutema Replacement projector lamps. See full
review MI Technologies, Inc. Onsite Associates Program Amazon calculates a product’s star ratings
based on a machine learned model instead of a raw data average. The model takes into account
factors including the age of a rating, whether the ratings are from verified purchasers, and factors
that establish reviewer trustworthiness. Click on the list of approved cleaners below Numbers only.
eg. 5555555555 I understand that I may unsubscribe at any time using the optout link provided in
every electronic message.A representative will contact you shortly. Please try again. Please try
again. Used under license in Canada. You can personalize your settings and increase your security
with the projectors many modes.You can personalize your settings and increase your security with
the projectors many modes.

Security features include PIN code lock, My screen lock, transition detector, and Kensington lock
bar Room layout often dictates that images have to be projected at an angle to screen. Keystone, or
trapezoidal, image distortions are the result. The vertical keystone correction feature allows you to
correct these distortions.Let us know YOUR RECENTLY VIEWED ITEMS Browsing History ON Clear
History Not responsible for typographical or illustrative errors. Please check your inbox, and if you
can’t find it, check your spam folder to make sure it didnt end up there. Please also check your spam
folder. We are committed to doing everything we can to ship your package as soon as possible. For
more information please visit our FAQ page below. COVID FAQs See specs for product details.
Replacement available. Maximum order amount is 0. Warranty and Limited Remedy. This product.
This product will be free from defects in material and manufacture for a period of Except where
prohibited by law, 3M will not be liable for any loss or damage arising from this All Rights Reserved.
All Rights Reserved. For these purposes we created a catalog system, where all documents, that we
have, are sorted by device name.The 3M Projector manuals are sorted by popularity among
Guidessimo users by the number of downloads and views on our website. These can be purchased
from www.bestwayaftersales.co.uk If you are still within your warranty period, please contact the
After Sales team to process a warranty claim. This is not a manufacturing issue. This is not a
manufacturing issue The Splash Frame Pools need to be set on flat and level ground This is normally
caused when the pool is not on level ground The pool should be filled to 80% capacity This depends
on how often the pool is used, and if a filter pump and chemicals are being used. If the water is
being maintained with the correct chemicals and filter system, then the water can last the summer
season.

http://www.drupalitalia.org/node/68407

We would recommend using chemicals to maintain the health of your water, this will also mean the
water wont have to be changed as often This can be caused by excessive chemical use or
overexposure to direct sunlight. If this is the case, this will not be covered under warranty. The pool
should be cleaned with a mild soap and water solution, such as washing up liquid or an alternative
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nonabrasive cleaner. It is recommended that the pool is stored in a cool dry place during the winter
period as the cold weather can damage the PVC walls. Pools should be cleaned and thoroughly dried
before being stored. Please ensure the pool is set up on flat and level ground. It operates in 600 volts
in dry environments, for applications that require high mechanical strength and resistance to high
temperatures. Iti is specially treated and prepared to provide corrosionfree protection. For use as a
coil cover, anchor, banding and core, layer and crossover insulation. This tape is used for heatstable
insulation for furnace and oven controls, motor leads, and switches. With a huge range of versatile
and specialist tapes, 3M support dozens of industries and applications, from heavyduty construction
to DIY around the home. Whatever your needs, 3M supplies an adhesive tape that wont let you
down. How can I see products similar to this ModelsOBH4891.qxpPiping. Drain hose. Air outlet.
Drain outletPower supply. Capacity Rated frequencyMin.Max.. Cooling. Heating. Electrical data.
Power outlet. Power input 1Total. Running current 1Total. Power factor 1TotalHeating. Starting
current 1Total. Coefficient of performanceC.O.P 1Total. CompressorHeating. Model. Output. Current
1HeatingHeatingFan motor. Current 1. Special remarks. Dimensions WOHOD. Weight.
Dehumidification. Sound level 1. Fan speed regulator. Refrigerant filling capacityR410A.
Refrigeration oil ModelNOTE Test conditions are based on ISO 5151. Cooling Indoor Drybulb
temperature 27. Outdoor Drybulb temperature 35.

http://www.btrcontrols.com/images/canon-lv-7295-manual.pdf

Heating Indoor Drybulb temperature 20. Outdoor Drybulb temperature 7. Refrigerant piping length
one way 5 mWetbulb temperature 6Specifications and rating conditions of main electric parts.
ItemFuseCurrentdetectingRelayHeater protectorTerminal blockOBH4891.qxpOCTAVE BAND
SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL, dB re 0.0002 MICRO BARTest conditions. Cooling Drybulb temperature
35. Heating Drybulb temperature 7 Wetbulb temperatureBolt pitch forAir
outHandleOBH4891.qxpMuffler. Stop valveDischargeOutdoorMuffler. Outdoor heatDefrostStrainer.
Flared connection. Capillary tubeStop valveRefrigerant flow in cooling. Refrigerant flow in heating.
MAX. REFRIGERANT PIPING LENGTH and MAX.ModelMax. length. Max. Height
differenceLiquidMax. HeightADDITIONAL REFRIGERANT CHARGE R410Ag. Refrigerant piping
length one way. Outdoor unitSince operating conditions vary according to the areas where these
units are installed, the following information has been provided to clarify theCoolingHeatingThe
thermometers must be attached to the position where airAttach at least 2 sets of wet and drybulb
thermometers to the outdoor air intake. Cover the thermometers to prevent direct rays of the sun.
Check that the air filter is cleaned. Open windows and doors of room. Press the EMERGENCY
OPERATION switch once twice to start the EMERGENCY COOL HEAT MODE. When system
stabilizes after more than 15 minutes, measure temperature and take an average temperature.Wet
and drybulbIndoor air Wetbulb temperatureCooling capacityDrCapacity correction factorInput
correction factor. Indoor air Drybulb temperatureIndoor air Drybulb temperatureIndoor air Wetbulb
temperatureOBH4891.qxpIndoCapacity correction factors. Input correction factors. Capacity
correction factorsCorrection of Heating capacityCorrection of Cooling capacityThe operational
frequency of compressor The operational frequency of compressor The operational frequency of
compressor The operational frequency of compressorInput correction factors.

http://www.btrcontrols.com/images/canon-lv-x6-manual.pdf

Capacity correction factorsCorrection of Heating capacityCorrection of Cooling capacityThe
operational frequency of compressor The operational frequency of compressor The operational
frequency of compressor The operational frequency of compressorCapacity correction
factorsCorrection of Cooling capacityThe operational frequency of compressor The operational
frequency of compressor The operational frequency of compressor The operational frequency of
compressorCOOL operation. Drybulb temperature. Relative humidity%Ambient humidity%Ambient
humidity%Ambient humidity%Outdoor unit currentAmbient humidity%Ambient humidity%Ambient
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humidity%. HEAT operationIndoor. OutdoorOutdoor unit currentPERFORMANCE DATA COOL
operation at Rated frequencySHC Sensible heat capacity kW. SHF Sensible heat factor. INPUT Total
power input WWB Wetbulb temperature. OBH4891.qxpPERFORMANCE DATA COOL operation at
Rated frequencySHF Sensible heat factor. SHC Sensible heat capacity kW INPUT Total power input
WWB Wetbulb temperature. OBH4891.qxpPERFORMANCE DATA COOL operation at Rated
frequencySHC Sensible heat capacity kW. OBH4891.qxpPERFORMANCE DATA COOL operation at
Rated frequencySHC Sensible heat capacity kWINPUT Total power input WWB Wetbulb
temperature. OBH4891.qxpPERFORMANCE DATA HEAT operation at Rated
frequencyHeating................ ON. Cooling................ OFF. Dry.................... OFF. NOTE The 4way
valve reverses for 5 seconds right before startup of the compressor.CompressorOutdoor fan
ONSensor. Purpose. Discharge temperature thermistor. Protection. Compressor. Indoor coil
temperature thermistor Cooling Coil frost prevention. Heating High pressure protection. Defrost
thermistor. Cooling High pressure protection. Heating Defrosting. Fin temperature thermistor.
Ambient temperature thermistor. Cooling Low outside temperature operation. Heating Defrosting
Heater. Outdoor heat exchanger temperature thermistor Low outside temperature
operationOutdoorIndoorDefrostOBH4891.

qxpDefrost finish temperature . Jumper wireThe preheat control prevents this interference.DO NOT
pull the lead wires. Housing point. Lead wiringTo make sure, check how many times the abnormality
indication is flashing on and off before starting service work.Outline of the function. This air
conditioner can memorize the abnormal condition which has occurred once. Even though LED
indication listed on the troubleshooting check table 113. disappears, the memorized failure
detailsThis mode is very useful when the unit needs to be repaired for the abnormality which doesnt
recur. Operational procedure. The cause of abnormality cannot be found because the abnormality
doesnt recur. Setting up the failure mode recall function. Turn ON the power supply.And release the
other two buttons after all LCD in operation display section of theW1. Regardless of normal or
abnormal condition, a shortNoBlinks Either indoor or outdoor unit is abnormal. Beep is emitted at
the same timingIndoor unit is normal. But the outdoor unit might be abnormal because there are
someConfirm if outdoor unit is abnormal according to the detailed outdoorYesBefore blinking, does
POWER lamp stay ONStays ON for 3 seconds without beep. The outdoor unit is abnormal. Yes. No.
The indoor unit is abnormal. Check the blinking pattern, and confirm the abnormal point with the
indoor unitMake sure to check at least two consecutive blinking cycles. W2. Check the blinking
pattern, and confirm the abnormal point with theMake sure to check at least two consecutive
blinking cycles. W3. Releasing the failure mode recall function. Release the failure mode recall
function by the following procedures. Turn OFF the power supply and turn it ON again. Press RESET
button of the remote controller. Repair the defective parts. Deleting the memorized abnormal
conditionNOTE 1. Make sure to release the failure mode recall function once its set up, otherwise
the unit cannot operate properly.W2.

snookerfootball.eu/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/1626be6b9aabe4---
compustar-cs-600a-manual.pdf

Blinking pattern when the indoor unit is abnormal. Blinking at 0.52.5second OFF second interval.
Blinking at 0.52.5second OFF second intervalRepeated cycle. Beeps. Repeated cycle. W3.Blinking
pattern when the outdoor unit is abnormal. Blinking at 0.52.5second OFFBeeps. Repeated
cycleBlinking at 0.5second intervalRepeated cycle. No beep. Repeated cycleRepeated cycle.
OBH4891.qxpOperational procedure. The outdoor unit might be abnormal. Confirm if outdoor unit is
abnormal according to the following procedures. Confirm that the remote controller is in the failure
mode recallWith the remote controller headed towards the indoor unit, press TOO COOL or TOO.
WARM button to adjust the set temperature to 25. W1. Does POWER lamp on the indoor unit blink at
theBlinks The outdoor unit is abnormal. Beep is emitted at the sameW1. Regardless of normal or
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abnormal condition,NoThe outdoor unit is abnormal. Check the blinking pattern, and confirm the
abnormal point with theMake sure to check at least two consecutive blinking cycles. W2. The
outdoor unit is normal. Release the failure mode recall function accordingRepair the defective parts.
Deleting the memorized abnormal conditionNOTE 1. Make sure to release the failure mode recall
function once its set up, otherwise the unit cannot operate properly.W2.Blinking pattern when
outdoor unit is abnormalBlinking at 0.5second intervalBlinking at 0.5second intervalRepeated cycle.
BeepsRepeated cycle. OBH4891.qxpPOWER lampAbnormal point. LED indicationNone
NormalCondition. Overcurrent protection stop isCorrespondenceDischarge temperature thermistor
1time flash everyFin temperature thermistorP.C. board temperature thermistor 4time flashAmbient
temperature thermistor 2time flashOvercurrentThermistor shorts or opens duringOutdoor fan
motorOutdoor fan has stopped 3 timesCompressor synchronousWaveform of compressor current
isDischarge temperatureCompressor can restart if dischargeHigh pressure.

Temperature indoor coil thermistorTemperature of fin temperatureNonvolatile memory
dataDischarge temperatureNonvolatile memory data cannot beTemperature of discharge
temperatureDC voltageEach phase current of compressor 9time flashOvercurrentStop valveLarge
current flows into intelligentDC voltage of inverter cannot beEach phase current of
compressorLarge current flows into intelligentThe openphase operation ofThe interphase short out
occurs in theThe compressor winding shorts out.NOTE Blinking patterns of this mode differ from the
ones of Troubleshooting check table 113..OBH4891.qxpNo. SymptomCorrespondence. Condition.
Overcurrent protection stop is continuously performed 3 timesDischarge temperature thermistor, fin
temperature thermistor,Nonvolatile memory data cannot be read properly. Replace inverter P.C.
board.Serial signalThe communication fails between the indoor and outdoor unitClosed valve is
detected by compressor current.Outdoor unit is defective.OvercurrentLarge current flows into
intelligent power module, orDischargeTemperature of discharge temperature thermistor
exceedsCompressor can restart if dischargeFin temperatureTemperature of fin temperature
thermistor on the heat sinkHigh pressureIndoor coil thermistor exceeds 70 in HEAT mode. Defrost
thermistor exceeds 70 in COOL mode.CompressorThe waveform of compressor current is
distorted.Outdoor fan motorOutdoor fan has stopped 3 times in a row within 30 secondsP.C. board.
Each phaseEach phase current of compressor cannot be detectedDC voltageDC voltage of inverter
cannot be detected normally.Frequency drop by Current from power outlet reaches the protection
current, andFrequency drop byFrequency drop byFrequency drop byLow dischargePAM
protectionAmplitude. ModulationInverter checkTemperature of indoor coil thermistor exceeds 55 in
HEATIndoor coil thermistor reads 8 or less in COOL mode,The overcurrent flows into IGBTInsulated
Gate Bipolar. This is not malfunction.

The connector of compressor is disconnected, inverter check. Check if the connector of theInverter
P.C. board Parts side. NOTE 1. The location of LED is illustrated at the right figure. Refer to
116.1.The flashing frequency shows the number of times the LED blinks after every 2.5second
OFF.The unit is normal, but check theOBH4891.qxpCheck method and criterion. Defrost
thermistorAmbient temperatureFigure. Outdoor heat exchangerMeasure the resistance with a
tester. Before measurement, hold the thermistor with your hands to warm it up. Fin
temperatureMeasure the resistance between the terminals with a tester. Normal. Compressor MC.
Outdoor fan motor MFColor of the lead wire. NormalNormal. Measure the resistance with a tester.
Defrost heater HNormal. Color of the lead wireOBH4891.qxpPOWER lamp flashes 5times. Outdoor
unit does not operate. Disconnect the connector CN61Check the voltageAre the voltagesSee 115.B
“Check of open phase”. Replace the inverter P.C. board. Check theSee 115.C “Check of
compressor”. B Check of open phaseOutput voltage 115 V. Start cooling or heating operation by
pressing EMERGENCY OPERATION switch onC Check of compressor. Is the compressor normal
Replace the compressor. Does the compressorNo. YesOBH4891.qxpD Check of compressor
windingNOTE 1. Be sure to zero the ohmmeter before measurement. E Check of compressor



operation timeThen measure theStart heating or cooling operation by pressing EMERGENCY.
OPERATION switch on the indoor unit.Measure the time from the start of compressor to the stop of
compressorFor referenceCompressor starts. AbnormalAbnormalAbnormalAbnormalNormal. F Check
of compressor start failureDoes the compressor run for 10 secondsYes. Check the refrigerant circuit.
Check the stop valve. After the compressor is heated with a drier,No. Compressor start failure.
Activate preheat control.Heat the compressor withDo not recover refrigerantHeating partPOWER
lamp flashes 6time. The thermistors in the outdoor unit are abnormal.

G Check of outdoor thermistors. Disconnect the connector of thermistor in the outdoor P.C.board
see below table,Is the thermistor normal Refer to 116.1.. Replace the thermistor except RT64. When
RT64 is abnormal, replace the inverter P.C. board. Reconnect the connector of thermistor. Turn ON
the power supply and press EMERGENCY OPERATION switch. Does the unit operate for 10 minutes
or more withoutNo. Replace the inverter P.C.board. YesThermistor. Defrost. Discharge temperature.
Fin temperature. Ambient temperature. Outdoor heat exchanger termperature. BoardBetween
CN641 pin3 and pin4. Between CN642 pin1 and pin2. Between CN643 pin1 and pin2. Between
CN644 pin1 and pin3. Inverter P.C. board. H Check of R.V. coilRefer to 114.Check if CN721 is
connected. Unit operates COOL mode even if it is set to HEAT mode. Disconnect connector CN61
betweenTurn ON the power supply and press. EMERGENCY OPERATION switchIs there 230 VAC
between CN7211 andNo. Replace the inverter. P.C.board. Replace the 4way valve. Unit operates
HEAT mode even if it is set to COOL mode. EMERGENCY OPERATION switch onceIs there 230 VAC
between CN7211 andNo. Replace the 4way valve.Outdoor fan motor does not operate. I Check of
outdoor fan motor. Disconnect CN932 from the inverter P.C. board,Is the outdoor fan motorNo.
Replace the outdoor fanYes. Inverter does not operate. J Check of power supply. Disconnect the
connectorTurn ON power supply and pressYes. Does POWER lamp on theYes. Is there voltageNo.
Check the electricNo. Is there voltage 230 VACP.C. board light up orNo. Replace the indoorP.C.
board. P.C. board. If light up, ok. If flash, refer toK Check of LEV Expansion valve. Turn ON the
power supply.And release the other two buttons after all LCDW1. Regardless of normal or abnormal
condition,Expansion valve operates inDo you hear the expansion. Do you feel the expansionYesIs
LEV properly fixed to theNo. Properly fix the LEV to theYes. Does the resistance of LEVNo. Replace
the LEV.

Measure each voltage between connector pinsNOTE Measure the voltage by an analog tester. NOTE
After check of LEV, do the undermentioned operations.Replace the inverter P.C. board.
OBH4892.qxpOutdoor fan motor does not operate, or stops immediately after starting up. L Check of
inverter P.C. board. Check the outdoor fan motor.Is the fuse F901 blown onYes. Check the
connection of the connectorIf the connection is poor, make it correct. Inverter P.C.boardDoes the
LED flash 10time Check the corresponding partsYesReplace the inverter P.C. board.Indoor unit does
not operate. Outdoor unit doesn’t operate. M How to check miswiring and serial signal error when
outdoor unit does not work. Turn OFF the power supply. Is there rated voltage inCheck the
powerNo. Turn ON the power supply. Is there rated voltage betweenNo. Press EMERGENCY
OPERATION switch once. Does AREAL lamp light upYes. Is serial signal error indicated 6 minutes
later Is there any miswiring,Yes. Correct them. NoB connecting wire is not miswiring. Shortcircuit
outdoor terminal block S2 andDoes the LED on the inverter P.C. boardYesIs serial signalYesNoTurn
OFF the power supply. Remove the shortcircuit betweenTurn ON the power supply. Is there
amplitude of 10 to 20 VDCW1. Miswiring may damage indoor electronic control. P.C. board during
the operation. Be sure to confirm the wiring is correct before theW3.Be sure to check this within 3
minutes after turning.
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